Assuming the role of debt management is to provide hedging against fiscal shocks we consider: (i) what indicators can be used to assess the performance of debt management? (ii) how well historical debt management policies have performed (iii) how performance is affected by variations in debt issuance, using OECD data between 1970 and 2000. We propose performance indicators for debt management, which we evaluate using Monte Carlo analysis. Those based on the relative persistence of debt perform best. There is only limited evidence that debt management has helped insulate policy against unexpected fiscal shocks. The degree of fiscal insurance achieved is not well connected to cross-country variations in debt issuance patterns.
This article considers from an empirical perspective the performance of OECD debt management between 1970 and 2000. In doing so we seek to provide insights into three key questions
(i) what indicators should be used to assess the performance of debt management? (ii) how does performance so measured vary across the OECD? and (iii) do these variations have any systematic link to the structure of outstanding government debt and can conclusions be drawn concerning the optimal portfolio?
In order to monitor the performance of debt management it is necessary to evaluate outcomes against some criteria. In practice countries have set a number of different goals -for instance, to help support monetary policy in influencing short-term interest rates, to provide a liquid market in risk-free assets, to minimise borrowing costs, etc.
1 In this article we focus on one specific goal -namely the role of debt management in providing insurance against budget shocks so as to support optimal taxation or stabilise the debt-to-GDP ratio (or to minimise variations in the tax rate or in the debt-to-GDP ratio).
In focusing on this concept of fiscal insurance and the connection it implies between debt management and fiscal policy we are not asserting that this has been the main aim of government debt management over our period. In practice the majority of government debt managers make no explicit reference to fiscal policy and instead focus on aims broadly based around the notion of Ôminimising cost subject to riskÕ. Despite this policy lacunae we firmly believe debt management has an important role in supporting fiscal policy and hence focus our article accordingly. 2 We also believe that even if other considerations are paramount in the operation of debt management the information contained in our measures of fiscal insurance are informative.
Our motivation for focusing on the interaction between debt management and fiscal policy comes from the optimal taxation literature. For instance, Lucas and Stokey (1983) show how, through issuing a complete range of Arrow-Debreu contingent securities, the government can stabilise the excess burden of taxation and so minimise the distortionary costs of taxation. Angeletos (2002) and Buera and Nicolini (2004) show how this outcome can be achieved even in the absence of a complete set of contingent securities, by exploiting variations in the yield curve across different maturities of risk-free securities. Critical to this approach is the idea that debt management can exploit a negative covariance between adverse fiscal shocks and bond prices. When governments receive news of adverse future fiscal trends a fall in bond prices helps to maintain the intertemporal budget constraint -the market value of government debt equals the net present value of future primary surpluses with minimal need for tax rates to change. We term the ability of governments to insulate tax rates (and the excess burden of taxation) in this manner fiscal insurance. The aim of the article is to evaluate the potential of a wide range of possible indicators of fiscal insurance, construct estimates of fiscal insurance using OECD data and then see whether there is any relationship between realised degrees of fiscal insurance and the composition of government debt.
Our notion of fiscal insurance is also relevant to the case where the aim of debt management is not to stabilise the excess burden of taxation but rather to stabilise or target the level of debt, possibly so as to maximise the probability of governments achieving stated fiscal rules; see Giavazzi and Missale (2004) , Borenztein and Mauro (2004) , Goldfajn (1998) , Lloyd Ellis and Zhu (2001) for a similar motivation to debt management. We therefore use both optimal tax smoothing and debt stabilisation as possible motivations for why governments will be interested in the fiscal insurance potential of debt management and the various tests we propose.
A distinctive feature of our analysis is an empirical evaluation of observed practices rather than a normative analysis leading to a recommended optimal portfolio. A substantial literature exists using the optimal taxation paradigm to draw normative recommendations regarding the optimal portfolio structure for government debt; see, inter alia, Bohn (1990) , Barro (1997) , Missale (1999) , Angeletos (2002) , Lustig et al. (2005) , Nosbusch (2008) . While offering many insights this approach provides few implications for analysing existing portfolios. Further, as Faraglia et al. (2007) show, the predictions of these analyses are often dramatically different from observed debt portfolio structures. In the absence of performance indicators for debt management there is no way of knowing whether these sharp differences in portfolio structure actually lead to a substantial difference in performance. By proposing indicators of fiscal insurance the aim of this article is to try and remedy this gap and provide a less model-specific approach to analysing debt management.
The simplicity of our performance indicators also contrasts with the simulation approach used in a number of recent studies by debt management organisations; see Bergstrom et al. (2002) , Bolder (2003) , Pick and Anthony (2006) . The approach of these papers is to make a number of assumptions regarding the underlying structure of the economy, specify a policy rule for the setting of interest rates as well as a model for how these fluctuations impact on the yield curve and then perform a detailed analysis of alternative debt portfolios, normally with a focus on the average funding cost. By contrast our approach to ranking debt management strategies requires fewer assumptions and is based on purely empirical information.
The structure of the article is as follows. In Section 1 we outline a number of potential measures of fiscal insurance, motivated both by theory and fiscal accounting identities. In Section 2 we consider the relationship between two different motivations for our focus on fiscal insurance -tax smoothing and debt stability. Section 3 then uses simulations of a stochastic dynamic general equilibrium model to investigate the performance of these fiscal insurance measures, their ability to discriminate between different debt management strategies and draws recommendations as to the most reliable measures. A key focus of our analysis is the importance of working with the market value of debt rather than the more readily available outstanding value of debt. Therefore Section 4 calculates the market value of debt for a range of OECD economies. Section 5 uses these data to calculate fiscal insurance measures for a range of OECD economies since 1970 and finds little evidence that debt management has provided much support to fiscal policy. This Section also performs cross-section regressions to estimate whether these differences in performance are connected with differences in debt composition but finds little evidence of any relationship. A final Section concludes.
Measures of Fiscal Insurance
We propose two distinct classes of indicators for the performance of debt management. The first is motivated by implications from the tax smoothing literature while the second is based around the period by period budget constraint, namely:
where MV tþ1 denotes the market value of government debt, x tþ1 denotes the primary deficit and R tþ1 is the gross one period holding return on government debt, i.e. including both coupon payments and capital gains. MV Ã and x Ã denote the ratio of debt and deficits to GDP respectively and R taxation. Building on this insight, Bohn (1990) uses the tax smoothing framework of Barro (1979) and derives first order conditions that the returns on debt instruments have to meet to support optimal fiscal policy. In a similar vein Farhi (2005) outlines a government CAPM model based on a securities mean return and its covariance with the excess burden of taxation and the marginal utility of consumption. While these approaches have the advantage of focusing on individual funding instruments they also require joint assumptions concerning optimal taxation, functional forms and the unobserved excess burden of taxation. For these reasons we take a different approach to assessing the quality of debt management and use the results of Marcet and Scott (2004) and derive measures depending on the aggregate measure of debt. Marcet and Scott (2004) analyse the case of a Ramsey planner who maximises consumer welfare under two different bond market scenarios. In one case governments have access to complete markets and a full set of contingent Arrow-Debreu securities while in the second case markets are incomplete with the government having access to only a one period risk-free bond. The key differences induced by these different bond market structures are:
Under incomplete markets, the market value of government debt shows greater persistence than other endogenous variables including taxes, government expenditure, output and the primary fiscal deficit. Under complete markets, the market value of debt shows less persistence than these other variables. Under complete markets and an optimising government the market value of government debt declines in response to increases in the primary fiscal deficit. By contrast, under incomplete markets, the market value of debt rises when the primary deficit increases.
Complete markets is the case where the government fully exploits the risk characteristics of the securities available and so minimises the distortionary costs of taxation. In assessing the statistical performance of debt management across the OECD we will therefore interpret better debt management as outcomes closer to the complete market case and so interpret findings of less peristence in debt relative to deficits as better debt management. 3 1.1.1. Persistence tests According to the above result we can use measures of the relative persistence of debt, compared to other variables, to capture the quality of debt management. Let
3 The Marcet and Scott result hinges on the assumption of optimal fiscal policy. It is possible that despite poor debt management the government adjusts the fiscal deficit to reduce the persistence of debt. In this case the persistence of debt would be uninformative regarding the quality of debt management. However, our analysis mitigates this by examining the relative persistence of debt compared to the deficit.
If fy t g is stationary and ergodic then P k y ! 0, as k ! 1; if fy t g is i.i.d then P k y ¼ 1=k while if fy t g has a unit root then P k y ! 1. We propose as measures of debt management the following:
where MV denotes the market value of government debt and x the primary deficit. The only difference between these two measures is that W 2k is normalised by the degree of persistence in the primary deficit. The greater our estimate of W ik , i ¼ 1,2 the worse the performance of debt management and negative values of W ik are indicative of complete market outcomes.
Impact measures
The second discriminating feature between complete and incomplete markets is that under complete markets a persistent and unanticipated increase in the fiscal deficit leads to a fall in the market value of debt whereas under incomplete markets the market value increases. The intuition is straightforward. The market value of debt equals the expected present value of future primary surpluses. Under complete markets a persistent increase in government expenditure is not matched by an equivalent rise in taxes as debt management provides fiscal insurance. Instead bond prices fall so that the market value of debt matches the expected present value of the now reduced level of future fiscal surpluses. By contrast under incomplete markets governments have to raise taxes in response to adverse expenditure shocks and so raise the NPV of future primary surpluses, leading to an increase in the level of debt. Denoting orthogonal shocks to the fiscal deficit by u x t this suggests the following measure of the impact of fiscal deficits on debt
i.e. the ratio of the impact of deficit shocks on the market value of debt compared to the impact of deficit shocks on the primary deficit. If this measure is negative (or 0) then debt management supports the complete market outcome. The more positive the number the less fiscal insurance debt management provides. Note that Im measures how the market value of debt after the current deficit has been financed responds to innovations in the current periods primary deficit. In other words, we examine how end of period debt responds to the within period deficit.
Debt Stabilisation Perspective
The previous Section focused on the role of debt management in supporting optimal fiscal policy as defined by tax smoothing. In this Section we focus on issues of debt stability instead. A number of countries have recently used debt targets or ceilings as a guide to fiscal policy. Viewed from this perspective Ôdebt stabilityÕ can be interpreted as
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whether the debt process is mean reverting (towards the target debt level) and if so how quickly it reverts. However the concept of debt stability is an ambiguous one and also covers the notion of a government that seeks to minimise fluctuations around a target value, e.g., Min E t (MV tþ1 À T) 2 where T is the target level for debt. It is also possible that the government may wish to Ôdebt smoothÕ by, for instance, minimising the conditional variance of the market value of debt ÀMinE t (MV tþ1 À E t MV tþ1 ) 2 .
To minimise the conditional variance of debt the government should choose its debt portfolio so that Cov t (x tþ1 ,R tþ1 )/r t (R tþ1 )r t (x tþ1 ) ¼ À1 where r t denotes the conditional standard deviation. In the case of a government seeking to minimise fluctuations around a target value of debt the optimal portfolio has to satisfy the condition
denotes the risk-free rate of return. Minimising debt fluctuations therefore involves exploiting a negative covariance between the rates of return on debt and the primary deficit. The precise condition to be exploited however hinges on the exact aim of the government.
In what follows we pursue a weak implication of using debt management to stabilise debt. Because debt stability is capable of several different interpretations and because estimating conditional variances involves considerable time series structure 5 we focus instead on the unconditional variance of debt e.g., VarðMV
Þ. Our concept of fiscal insurance is the notion that debt management can help offset the impact of the primary deficit on the market value of debt. At a mimimum this involves creating a negative covariance between R Ã tþ1 and MV Ã tþ1 . As we have shown above specific goals of debt stability imply achieving precise values for this covariance. However the essence of fiscal insurance is that the holding period returns on debt offset the impact of budget shocks on the level of debt. We therefore interpret this covariance as showing better debt management the more negative the correlation coefficient between:
where r x denotes the standard deviation of x.
Another way of capturing the ability of debt management to insulate debt levels from deficit fluctuations is to examine the relative volatility of the total deficit to the primary deficit. The more successful debt management is at exploiting a negative covariance between interest/coupon payments and the primary deficit then the less volatile the total deficit (including interest payments but excluding capital gains -x Ã T Þ is relative to the primary deficit. Further, the better the government is at exploiting a negative covariance between holding period returns and the primary deficit then the less volatile will be changes in the end of period market value of debt relative to the primary deficit. This suggests the following unconditional variances as additional measures of fiscal insurance:
Our final measure focuses on the dynamic response of debt to shocks to the primary fiscal deficit. Using the period by period budget constraint (1) recursively we arrive at:
Þ. This equation defines the t þ j level of debt/GDP as equal to (i) the level of debt at time t multiplied by the relevant compound rate of return (ii) plus the sum of all intervening primary deficits grossed up by the relevant compound interest rate. We therefore have:
In other words, the impact of deficit shocks (e Þ. In the case where the return on government debt is independent of shocks to the economy -as in the case where the government issues only one period risk-free debt and shocks are i.i.d, as in Aiyagari et al. (2002) 6 -then (3) reduces to
where / jþ1Àk 1tþj is the j þ 1 À kth coefficient in the lag polynomial / 1tþj (L). In other words debt would only rise by the accumulated impact of the shock on future deficits with no offsetting effects through changes in bond prices. Comparing (3) and (4) we have a natural measure of fiscal insurance, namely
This statistic 7 is the ratio between the estimated change in the market value of debt in response to a deficit shock (as estimated from a VAR) and the increase in debt that would have occurred from cumulating the total effect on current and future deficits in response to the current deficit shock. If U Ã j ¼ 1 then debt levels rise by exactly the amount of the primary fiscal deficits accumulated over time in which case debt management offers no fiscal insurance. In the case where U Ã j ¼ 0 then debt shows no response to increases in the deficit because bond prices fall to offset the higher deficits and debt is stabilised. Note that in the case of complete markets and persistent shocks we know that debt levels fall on impact so that U Ã 0 < 0 but then increases thereafter. A measure of U Ã j between 0 and 1 implies that the government achieves some degree of fiscal insurance -debt levels increase by less than the accumulated impact on the fiscal deficit as changes in interest rates offset the impact of shocks. Notice that it is also possible for U Ã j > 1. In this case the debt level rises by more than the accumulated impact of fiscal deficits as interest rates move adversely in response to the shock. This situation might occur for economies where as debt rises investors demand a higher risk premia so that funding costs actually rise when the deficit increases. Although in our analysis we focus on calculating U Ã j in terms of the response of debt and deficit to deficit shocks the approach can easily be extended to consider the degree of fiscal insurance provided against shocks to GDP, inflation, etc.
Tax Smoothing or Debt Stabilisation?
The previous Sections outlined a range of potential performance indicators for debt management drawn from two different motivations -tax smoothing, where the role of debt management is to minimise fluctuations in the excess burden of taxation, and debt stabilisation, where debt management exploits negative covariances between bond prices and primary deficits to offset the impact of deficit fluctuations on the level of debt. Only if fluctuations in debt are correlated with fluctuations in the excess burden of taxation should we expect these motivations to produce the same assessment of debt management performance. In this Section we perform simulations to consider the relationship between debt stabilisation and optimal taxation and the implications for our two sets of indicators. Our aim is to investigate whether the indicators motivated by debt stability issues would also perform well in a tax smoothing context and more generally to understand the relationship between tax smoothing and debt stability and the role of debt management in linking the two.
In order to do this we take a canonical Real Business Cycle model where a Ramsey planner sets taxes to minimise their distortionary costs and does so in both a complete 7 Because the coefficients in the lag polynomial / 1tþj (L) depend on the growth adjusted interest rate and are time varying this measure of fiscal insurance is also time varying. To avoid this complication we estimate (5) evaluating R tþj Y t /Y tþj at its sample averages and denote this measure U Ã j . and incomplete market scenario. Later we will use these simulations to record the efficacy of our performance indicators but in this Section we are focusing on the link between debt stability and debt management.
Our model economy consists of a consumer with utility function:
where c t ,l t denote consumption and leisure respectively. We set B so that the share of leisure in the time endowment equals 30% on average, use a discount factor of 0.98 and set c 1 ¼ 1,c 2 ¼ 2. Output is given by y t ¼ h t (1 À l t ) and h t is a stochastic productivity shock. The resource constraint is y t ¼ c t þ g t with g t denoting exogenous government expenditure. Model 1 is the case of no capital accumulation and Model 2 allows for capital. In this latter case we have
where d is the depreciation rate which we set equal to 0.05. The stochastic process fg t ,h t g is exogenous and Markov. We assume consumers get paid a competitive wage (in equilibrium equal to h t ) and pay labour taxes to the government which are levied at a proportional rate s t on labour income. Under complete markets there exists a full range of Arrow-Debreu securities such that at time t there exists a spot market for claims contingent on all possible values of fg t ,h t g. We denote by b t ( g t , h t ) the quantity of bonds issued at t À 1 and which pay out at time t contingent on the simultaneous occurrence of g and h and the price of such a bond is p b t ð g ; hÞ. The market value of debt is therefore given by
Under these assumptions the government faces the budget constraint
Under incomplete markets we consider the extreme case where the government can only issue one period risk-free bonds 8 so that
To solve our models for the optimal policy we make the standard Ramsey assumptions that governments have a fixed initial level of bonds and choose tax rates and government bonds so as to maximise consumer welfare. Both the consumer and the government observe all shocks up to the current period.
For the stochastic shocks we assume g follows a truncated AR(1), and h t a log AR(1) process e.g. Haan and Marcet (1990) . We solve each model 1,000 times and simulate for 200 observations but discard the first 150 observations and compute our statistics on the remaining data.
One possible and simple way of testing for debt stability is to estimate an AR(1) process for debt of the form:
This autoregressive representation for debt can be thought of as consistent with a fiscal rule with a target level a/(1 À b). If b ! 1 then debt is unstable and has no welldefined average and will show explosive dynamics (if b > 1). In the case of b ¼ 0 then debt shows no autoregressive behaviour and aside from temporary shocks e t is stable with a value a.
Figure 1a-c shows the Monte Carlo distribution of estimates of b obtained by OLS regression on simulated data of 40 periods (similar to the length of sample with our OECD data). For all three models (without capital and i.i.d shocks, no capital and persistent shocks, capital and persistent shocks) we find that incomplete markets lead to substantially higher estimates of persistence in debt e.g. higher b. For instance, in the case of no capital and persistent shocks we have for complete markets E(b OLS ) ¼ 0.814 whereas under incomplete markets E(b OLS ) ¼ 0.988. For i.i.d shocks the difference is even more stark -À0.008 for complete markets and 0.826 for incomplete markets. These results clearly illustrate that under incomplete markets, regardless of the persistence of shocks, it is optimal for debt to show large and substantial persistent fluctuations. When shocks are persistent then even under complete markets it is optimal for debt to show persistent fluctuations -maintaining a constant value of debt is not a feature of optimal policy under complete markets. However, while debt fluctuations are part of optimal policy it is also clear that under complete markets these fluctuations tend to be stable whereas under incomplete markets there is often evidence of apparent instability. In the case of Model 1 and persistent shocks in only 0.4% of cases with complete markets do we find evidence that debt is explosive or ÔunsustainableÕ e.g estimates of b > 1. By contrast under incomplete markets this occurs in 36.4% of cases. When we add capital accumulation to the model then the relevant proportions are 0.8% for complete markets and 38.7% for incomplete markets. It should be stressed that these findings that debt is on an ÔunsustainableÕ path under incomplete markets are misleading. By construction debt is sustainable and is indeed following an optimal path. It is simply that under incomplete markets debt is used as a buffer and during these periods displays such persistent and long lasting swings that simple AR models suggest data is following a non-stationary path. 9 It should also be stressed that Bohn (2005) shows how the non-stationarity of debt alone is not sufficient to infer that debt is unsustainable. The intertemporal budget constraint places a restriction on the relative orders of integration of debt and the primary deficit rather than imposes that debt is stationary. 
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From these simulation results we draw the following conclusions:
Tax smoothing does not produce complete debt stability even in the case of complete markets. Therefore evidence of substantial fluctuations in debt does not rule out the existence of complete markets.
Complete markets produces less volatility in debt compared to incomplete markets for a given economic structure. Therefore changes in debt issuance practice that lead to lower debt fluctuations reflect better fiscal insurance and a move towards complete markets. Debt management can have an important role in helping to achieve fiscal rules involving debt targets (specified levels for a/ (1 À b) ). The better is debt management e.g. the closer policy is to complete markets, then the quicker debt is mean reverting and the less persistent are swings in debt. Under incomplete markets debt displays large and long-term fluctuations which may appear ÔunsustainableÕ and debt-based fiscal rules are likely to prevent optimal policies being followed. These results suggest that regardless of whether the aim of debt management is to smooth taxes or stabilise the level of debt our performance indicators will rank different portfolios in the same relative order. However for many of the measures inspired by debt stability there is a normalisation issue such that the absolute size of a statistic may not be indicative of the presence or otherwise of high quality debt management. However, for a given economic structure we can interpret lower measures for our performance indicator as reflecting better quality debt management from both a tax smoothing and debt stability perspective.
Evaluating Performance Indicators
In this Section we use simulations of our models to assess the ability of our 7 different indicators of debt management performance (3 motivated by tax smoothing -two relative persistence measures and the impact test; 4 motivated by debt stabilisationcorrelation coefficient between deficits and bond prices; two measures of relative standard deviations and the dynamic measure of the extent to which debt is insulated against deficit shocks). We do so by solving under both complete and incomplete markets and then examine the ability of these indicators to discriminate successfully between the two cases. We know from the previous Section that for a given economy complete markets produce debt that is more swiftly mean reverting than under incomplete markets. Therefore, indicators that successfully detect the difference between complete and incomplete markets will also discriminate debt management policies that produce more stable levels of debt.
In performing these simulations we abstract from two key issues. First, we consider only real and not nominal denominated debt and secondly we consider the case where the government is able to implement the Ramsey outcome due to full commitment. In practice governments issue nominal debt (and in our later empirical results we use real data for debt, deficits and GDP). As suggested by Benigno and Woodford (2003) this raises the possibility that even if governments issue fixed rate nominal securities through variations in inflation the complete market outcome can be achieved. In our empirical analysis we allow for this possibility by examining the role of inflation and inflation volatility in influencing the degree of fiscal insurance achieved. Introducing nominal debt also opens the possibility that the existence of nominal imperfections will require governments to trade off the tax smoothing possibilities of inflation against the need to reduce other distortions. If this were the case then we might well find in the data that governments achieve limited fiscal insurance through their debt management practices -other aims conflict with the ability to deliver fiscal insurance. By focusing on the case of full commitment we also abstract from the issues analysed in Lucas and Stokey (1983) of how debt management may be needed to resolve time inconsistency issues. Further reputational issues may mean that governments face a trade off between tax smoothing considerations and cost minimisation. Once again this may lead to governments achieving limited fiscal insurance due to the presence of other aims -in this case cost minimisation. A similar problem arises from our choice of a standard representative agent Real Business cycle model in our simulations. If in reality the price of risky assets does not reflect agents' risk aversion then debt management will once again require a trade off between cost minimisation and tax smoothing -an issue our simulations abstract from.
The results of our simulations are shown in Tables 1a-c: the first two Tables are for  the in the incomplete market simulations depends on the details of the model. Understandably the persistence of debt is a function of the persistence of shocks in the economy and the persistence of the transmission mechanisms at work. The normalisation that is involved in W 2k reduces this issue substantially and leads to less variation in estimates across the incomplete market scenarios. (ii) Implementing the impact measure, Im, requires identifying fiscal shocks. We do so using a Cholesky decomposition on a trivariate VAR ordered as the primary deficit/GDP, GDP growth and debt/GDP. Although we report results for this ordering and VAR we also tested our results were robust to the ordering and the inclusion as a fourth variable the holding period return. The impact measure also performs well in discriminating between the complete and incomplete market case. As shown in Marcet and Scott (2004) in the case of persistent shocks the market value of debt falls in response to adverse shocks and so Im < 0 whereas under incomplete markets debt rises so Im > 0. This is confirmed in our simulation results in Tables 1b and c. Table 1a shows the case of i.i.d. shocks but although the impact effect is not negative it is essentially zero and still offers a tool to discriminate between complete and incomplete markets. Results show outcomes from 1,000 simulations of 200 periods where first 150 periods are discarded and statistics calculated on final 50 observations. ÔAverageÕ denotes the average of each statistic over all 1,000 simulations, 25% shows the bottom quartile outcome and 75% the third quartile. w ij i ¼ 1,2 is the persistence test described in the text evaluated at lag j. Im is the impact measure comparing the effect of a shock on debt and the deficit. q x,R is the correlation coefficient between primary deficit and interest payments. r(x T )/r(x) the ratio of the variance of the total to the primary deficit, r(MV)/r(x) the ratio of the variance changes to the market value of debt to the variance of the primary deficit. U Ã j is the statistic based on the dynamic impact of deficit shocks on debt evaluated for j periods.
(iii) The correlation statistic q x Ã ;R Ã t does discriminate successfully between complete and incomplete markets within the context of each model but the values of the correlation coefficients depends strongly on the underlying features of the model. This variation across the model simulations reduces its value as a measure of the absolute quality of debt management although its ability to discriminate between complete and incomplete markets shows its use as a relative measure. There are also signs that the distribution of the correlation coefficient is quite diffuse under incomplete markets which again makes inference difficult.
(iv) The standard deviation measures r x Ã T =r x Ã and r DMV Ã /r x Ã show a mixed performance. Overall the indicator r x Ã T =r x Ã does manage within each simulation to distinguish complete markets from the incomplete market outcome. However, the differences are often small between complete and incomplete markets and once again the absolute value of the test statistic varies considerably across the three models meaning it is unlikely to be a useful statistic when applied to OECD rather than simulated data. The indicator based on the volatility of debt to deficits, r DMV Ã /r x Ã , also performs unreliably. In the case of complete markets and persistent shocks the statistic clearly discriminates between the market settings -however in this case the volatility of debt is huge under complete markets as debt falls sharply in value in response to an adverse shock. However in the case of i.i.d shocks the market value of debt is more volatile under incomplete markets. Therefore without knowing the persistence of the shocks r DMV Ã /r x Ã cannot be used to distinguish between complete and incomplete markets. (v) Our final proposed indicator of debt management was U j -based on the estimated IRF of debt to the cumulative IRF for the primary deficit using the same VAR as for Im. Across all simulations this statistic provides a reliable test for complete versus incomplete markets. This indicator essentially combines information in W 2k and Im and so not surprisingly performs well. Notice that in the case of persistent shocks under incomplete markets U j is initially extremely negative and then increases slowly but for all lags and also in the case of i.i.d. shocks the statistic discriminates clearly between complete and incomplete markets, as can be seen by looking at the quartile values. Summarising across these measures we have that r DMV Ã /r x Ã is a poor indicator of fiscal insurance; q x Ã ;R Ã t and r x Ã T =r x Ã perform better in the sense that for a given simulation they can discriminate between complete and incomplete markets but comparing across all three simulations suggests they too are unreliable measures. By contrast W 2k , Im and U j prove themselves to be reliable indicators in an absolute sense of the difference between complete and incomplete markets. As a consequence it is these measures we will focus on in our empirical analysis.
Data
Key to our concept of fiscal insurance are fluctuations in the market value of debt. This creates an empirical problem as official published data on government debt record the outstanding value of debt to be repaid. To construct market value data we use the approximation suggested by Butkiewicz (1983) , namely:
where B t is the outstanding value of government debt, n is the average maturity of debt, c the average coupon rate and y the average redemption yield on government debt. A data appendix lists how we use this approximation across OECD countries but the majority of data is taken from the OECD's Central Government Debt Statistical Yearbook (2004) and Missale (1999) Table 2 reports a number of statistics to help gauge the differences between our estimates of the market value of debt and the official outstanding value series and gives some crude indication of the extent of fiscal insurance achieved. Given that (1 þ n t c t )/ (1 þ n t y t ) should be stationary it is not surprising that the levels of the two different debt measures are strongly correlated and that they share the same order of integration (see the Unit root tests). The two series are also very strongly correlated in differences which suggests that fluctuations in bond prices offer limited fiscal insurance. Both debt series show a strong negative correlation in first differences between debt and GDP e.g. debt changes behave counter cyclically. The correlation between changes in the debt/ GDP ratio and the primary deficit are invariably positive. That the outstanding value of debt should increase with the primary deficit is to be expected but the fact that the market value does as well suggests limited fiscal insurance. However, in the majority of cases the market value of debt shows a weaker correlation with the primary deficit than the outstanding value of debt suggesting at least some fiscal insurance has been achieved. Table 2 Comparing Debt Measures qXY is the correlation coefficient between X and Y where MV is the market value of debt, B is the outstanding value of debt, Y is GDP, x denotes the primary deficit. The statistic quoted in the UR column is the Augmented Dickey Fuller test for each variable including four lags and time trend. Table 3 shows estimates of our preferred measures 10 of fiscal insurance. While there is clearly variation across countries the general message of Table 3 confirms the findings of Marcet and Scott (2004) based on US data -the behaviour of OECD debt and deficits is not consistent with the complete market outcome. Examining the relative persistence of debt compared to deficits and the impact effect of deficit shocks shows no evidence at all in favour of complete market outcomes -debt displays substantially more persistence than deficits. However, the main point of Table 3 is not to adjudicate between complete and incomplete markets but to assess the relative performance of debt management across countries. Focusing on the relative persistence measures W 1k and W 2k we find that at all horizons Norway performs well whereas Belgium and Netherlands tend to be the worst performers. At horizons of a year we also find evidence of relatively good performance in Germany, Ireland, Australia and Austria although performance in these countries rapidly deteriorates. From the impact measure there is once more evidence of good performance in Norway and Australia and also interestingly Netherlands. Belgium once more shows relative poor performance as do Austria and UK. The relative dynamic measure U Ã again confirms the good performance of Norway and the bad performance of Belgium and suggests that at longer lags the performance of France and particularly Australia improves while that of Netherlands and Ireland deteriorates. To provide greater insight into the differences in debt management across countries Table 4 shows summary statistics. Norway tends to score well across our performance indicators but in terms of the proportion of fixed rate debt issued and how much was short term and how much longer term its portfolio structure is almost exactly the average across all countries. The two areas where Norway is distinctive is the amount of foreign currency debt it issues and the average maturity of its debt, where only the UK issues longer average maturity. In addition to these features of its debt structure Norway also stands out because throughout the period it tends to run fiscal surpluses and reduces it level of debt. Belgium and the Netherlands tend to be assessed poorly by our indicators and from Table 4 their debt structure stands out in having above average issuance of fixed rate debt and more long-term debt but despite this the overall debt structure has below average maturity -suggesting larger issuance of medium-term debt.
Determinants of OECD Debt Management Performance
While Table 4 offers some insights into differences in debt structure and how this may account for the differences in Table 3 we now consider more formally whether variations in achieved fiscal insurance is linked to cross-country differences in debt composition and macroeconomic performance. We do this by estimating a relationship of the form:
where P i denotes one of our performance indicators for debt management, X i denotes a vector of macroeconomic variables (e.g. the average level of debt or deficit in a country, inflation or GDP growth) and Z i a vector of variables describing the portfolio composition of country i (e.g. proportion of indexed debt, proportion of variable rate debt etc.). Finding significant variables in Z i is critical if we are to make recommendations for debt management. In estimating (6) we face severe data limitations. For reliable inference our performance measures need to be identified over our whole sample and so we cannot use a time series approach in estimating (6). This problem is reinforced by the fact that many of our key variables such as maturity of debt, do not change much over time. As a consequence we are reliant on cross-sectional variation to identify the determinants of debt management. We therefore estimate the equation in cross-sectional form. Further, we only have data for 12 OECD countries so we cannot estimate this equation whilst simultaneously including a broad range of macroeconomic variables as well as the debt composition indicators at our disposal. Therefore we follow a sequential approach in Tables 4 to 6 and show results from regressing P i first on macro variables, then separately on a set of variables capturing broad characteristics of the debt portfolio and then finally on detailed statistics on the debt composition. Table 5 shows the results of regressing our performance indicators on the average maturity of debt, the average debt and deficit to GDP ratio, real GDP growth and inflation. The point estimates suggest that issuing longer maturity debt helps to improve fiscal insurance although the effect is nowhere significant. Similarly large values of debt tend to worsen fiscal insurance (although again not at any conventional significant levels) whereas surprisingly a large primary deficit leads to better performance and this latter effect sometimes is of borderline significance. The results regarding inflation are mixed in terms of the sign of the impact but always statistically insignificant which is the same as for GDP growth although here the point estimates suggest faster growth helps to improve fiscal insurance. Table 6 shows results of regressing our performance indicators on average maturity and the proportion of fixed rate, foreign currency denominated and indexed debt. Once again the regressions reveal few statistically significant effects. The point estimates suggest that foreign currency debt may contribute to fiscal insurance but the only statistically significant finding is that higher levels of indexed debt improve fiscal insurance. Table 7 adds the proportion of short-and long-run debt and continues to find few results of significance, there is some very weak evidence that longer-term debt and indexed debt helps to achieve better fiscal insurance but the explanatory power of the equations is very poor. Similar results were found irrespective of the combination of variables used in the regression Summarising these results it seems there is very little relationship between observed cross-country differences in debt structure and the degree of fiscal insurance achieved. 
where P i is the variable listed in the first column, Maturity i is the average maturity length of bonds for country i in our sample, MV i /Y i denotes the average debt/GDP ratio, x i /Y i denotes country iÕs average deficit/GDP ratio, Dy i denotes average GDP growth and p i average inflation. Number in each cell is the estimated coefficient and in parentheses the p-value of significance for each variable.
Only occasionally are any variables significant and even then not in a consistent manner and the R 2 from all regressions is invariably very poor. Whether the government issues short, medium or long; fixed, variable or indexed there seems to be little systematic connection with the degree of fiscal insurance achieved. It is of course possible that our inability to find a relationship between our measures of fiscal insurance and debt structure is due to the poor power of the former, although our simulation results in Section 3 suggest otherwise. With such limited data, multicollinearity may be another reason for weak significance levels although not for the overall explanatory power of the regressions.
Our empirical results point to two facts -the first is that governments have achieved limited fiscal insurance and the second is that there is little link between variations in acheived fiscal insurance and the structure of debt issued. The first point could be due to many reasons -for instance that governments wish to smooth taxes but the existence of incomplete markets and the lack of contingent debt available means fiscal insurance is hard to achieve. However other possibilities also exist. For instance, that governments may focus on cost minimisation rather than tax smoothing or that concerns over time inconsistency and inflation control pin down the optimal debt composition. Our empirical analysis is unable to determine the relevance of these other aims -all we can conclude is that potentially pursuing these aims comes at a cost in terms of fiscal insurance.
To understand our second finding better -a weak relationship between debt structure and achieved fiscal insurance -it is useful to reconsider the results of 
where P i is the variable listed in the first column, Maturity i is the average maturity length of bonds for country i in our sample, Fixed i the proportion of government debt that is fixed rate, ForeignCurrency the proportion of debt that is issued in foreign currency terms and Indexed i the proportion of indexed bonds issued. Number in each cell is the estimated coefficient and in parentheses the p-value of significance for each variable. Angeletos (2002) and Buera and Nicolini (2004) . These authors show how even in the case where governments issue risk-free bonds of different maturities it is still possible to achieve the level of fiscal insurance attained by the complete market outcome by exploiting shifts in the term structure of interest rates. Assume that fiscal policy follows a two state Markov process and that the government can issue a short and a long bond. Let the net present value of future primary surpluses be denoted z H when the Markov process for the deficit is in a high state and z L when the low state is realised. Bond prices are denoted p j i for j ¼ L,H and i ¼ 1,2 where 1 denotes a short bond and 2 a long bond. The complete market outcome is achieved by setting
Without loss of generality let N denote the total number of bonds issued by the government i.e. b 1 þ b 2 and let b 1 ¼ bb 2 where b can be either negative or positive. Using these assumptions and the fact that each Markov state is equally likely we can use these equations to derive
where l x denotes the mean of x. The usual approach is to calibrate with actual data the terms reflecting the slope of the yield curve ðp 
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l z and l P 1 and then derive the relative portfolio share b. As noted by Buera and Nicolini (2004) and Faraglia et al. (2007) the limited volatility in the slope of observed term structures requires the government to set b % À1 and N large and so the optimal portfolio is to issue a large amount of long-term debt and hold a large negative short position in order to magnify the limited shifts in the yield curve to match l z /(l p 1 N). The magnitude of these positions are large-frequently requiring very large multiples of GDP to be held as assets or issued as debt. However, amongst our sample of OECD economies b 1 and b 2 are both positive (and on average b % 0.4). Issuing positive amounts of short-and long-term debt can only be the optimal issuance policy if the term structure displays fluctuations an order of magnitude greater than that observed. Given the limited volatility in observed term structures even substantial differences in b 1 and b 2 around these positive values will make little contribution towards achieving the complete market outcome of l z /(l p 1 N). It is for this reason that despite the fact countries differ in both their debt structure and the level of fiscal insurance achieved we are unable to find a reliable relationship between the two. The flatness of the yield curve and its limited volatility mean that the narrow range of different debt issuance that is witnessed across the OECD countries is not sufficient to deliver substantial differences in fiscal insurance. This in turn raises a further substantive research issue -why do governments tend to avoid the ÔextremeÕ portfolios that a normative optimal taxation analysis proposes? Instead, as shown in Missale (1999) and Faraglia et al. (2007) governments tend to issue positive amounts of debt at most maturities and the maturity structure of debt changes smoothly as maturity changes. This suggests once more either the presence of non-tax smoothing motives by governments or the existence of numerous other constraints that affect the issuance of debt and that need to be accounted for. A better understanding of these factors would help to shed light on why governments pursue other objectives than fiscal insurance. If small variations in debt structure affect fiscal insurance insignficantly and if other constraints restrict governments issuing more extreme portfolios then it is perhaps understandable that cost minimisation or other objectives may dominate.
Conclusion
A growing literature investigates the role of debt management in supporting fiscal policy, what we term Ôfiscal insuranceÕ. We propose a battery of tests with which to assess the quality of debt management and using Monte Carlo simulations suggest that performance indicators based on the relative persistence of debt are most reliable. Using data on the market value of government debt between 1970 and 2000 we find substantial evidence to support Marcet and Scott (2004) in their finding that bond markets are incomplete. Although we do detect differences in the actual quality of debt management across nations (with Norway performing the best and Belgium and Netherlands the worst) we find little evidence to link these variations in fiscal insurance to differences in debt structure. We argue that this is because relative yields show little variation and so minor variations in debt composition have little effect on fiscal insurance. Given these findings achieving better fiscal insurance will require either holding more extreme portfolio positions, issuance of new forms of contingent secu-
